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BEHAVIOR OF THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER FOR PERIODICALLY 

OSCILLA.TD& PRESSURE VARIld'ION* 

By August Wilhelln. Q.uick and Ko Schroderl 

.. - - . - _ ... - ... 

The calculation of the phenomena within the boundary layer of bodies 
immersed in a flow underwent a decisive development on the basis of 
L. Prandtl's trains of thought" stated. more tban forty years ago" and 
by numerous later treatises again and again touching upon them. The 
requirements of the steadily improving aerodynamics of airplanes have 
greatly increased with the passing of time and. recently research became 
particularly interested in such phenomena in the bound!!.ry layer as are 
caused. by smail external disturbances.. Experimental results suggest that" 
for instance" slight fluctuations in the free-etream velocities as they 
occur in wind tunn~ls or slight wavelike deviations of outer wing contours 
from the prescribed smooth course as they originate due to construction 
inaccuracies may exert .strong effects on the extent of the lam1 nar 
boundary layer on the body and thus on the drag. The d.evelopment of 
turbulence in the last part of the lam1 nar portion of the boundary layer 
is, therefore" the main problem, the solution of which explains the 
behavior pf the transition point of the bound.ar,y layer. A number of 
reports in literature d.eal with this problem" for instance" those of 
Tollmien" Schlichting" Dryden" and. Pretsch. The following discussion 
of the behavior of the laminar boundary layer for period.ically 
oscillating pressure variation also purports to make a contribution to 
that subject. 

The attempts to calculate such phenomena as und.ertaken in literature" 
for instance" by Dryd.en and Pretsch, were based. on the calculation method 
by Pohlhausen. Very early separation phenomena resulted for very slight 
variations of the eXisting pressure d.istribution; thus there came up for 
discussion°d.oubts uttered. by L. Prand.tl among otl~rs as to the admissi
bility of the Pohlhausen method. which, due to its using only a single 
parameter, was possibly not capable of fully embracing all phenomena. 

*"Verhalten der lam1naren Grenzschicht bei period.isch schwankendem 
Druckverlauf." Lud.wig Prand.tl zum. 70. Geburtstage" Schri:rt.en d.er 
Deutschen Akademie der Luftfahrtforschung" pp. 247-255. (To Ludwig 
Prand.tl upon his 70th birthday, Publications of the German Academy for 
Aviation Research), Berlin 1945. 

~he more detailed original report was published under the same 
title as UM 1257. 
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Since a method o~ SchrOder recently described elsewherepermdts a reliable 
calculation o~ the laminar boundary layer, it could be shown with the 
aid o~ examples that the boundary l~er actually is very sensitive to 
slight oscillations of pressure and tends easily toward separation. 2 

It was assumed ~or the calculated examples that the ~low concerned 
is the ~low about a plate where the undulation starts only ~ter an 
initial plane section. After a portion with constant ~low velocity U(s) 
(as customary, let s and n be understood as a system o~ generallY 
curvilinear tangential and normal coordinates) a sinusoidal U(s)-distribution 
then sets in. The boundary layer calculation was based on dimensionless 
quantities, with the velocities referred to the constant ~ree stream 
velocity Uo and the lengths re~erred to the length of the starting 
distance L, beginning at the leading edge of t}~ plate. 

Figure I shows the results o~ the calculation on an example with the 
wave length X = 0.072 and tllO maximum fluctuation in the U(s)-distribution 
equalling·l/2 percent. Althougll the velocity profiles were measured 
at the position s indicated numerically at each pro~ile a clearer 
picture was obtained by grouping neighboring profiles according to rising 
or falling variation of U(s) as indicated by the arrows above each 
gro~. 

One recognizes ~om this example that the boundary layer overcomes 
three waves merely by periodic de~or.mations o~ the profiles; at the 
fourth wave, however, a very weak reverse flow begins to appear but 
subsides again upon increase o~ U(s)" that is, upon pressure drop. 
However, at the next wave the picture changes completely. A strong 
reverse ~low now appears which subsides only in the pro~ile parts next 
to the wall, whereas in the central pro~ile parts the reverse ~low 
becomes still stronger. 

From this and ~urther ~ully calculated examples we may conclude 
that every undulation, even the weakest, in the U(s)-distribution ~inally 
leads to reverse flow, i~ only the calculation is carried suf~iciently 
far. Figure 2 shows the corresponding streamline pattern on which one 
can see particularly clearly the setting-in of the reverse flow and also 
the formation o~ a small vortex. 

A ~ew remarks concerning the physical interpretation and thus the 
quantitative eValuation of the calculation results are to follow. The 
boundary layer actually proves to be extremely sensitive to small 
periodical oscillations in pressure. Strong variations o~ the displacement 
thickness are connected with it. Figure 3 shows the displacement thickness 
for the example describ~d compared to that ~or undisturbed pressure 
distribution; the periodic variation and the considerable amplitudes 

2we' had the great privilege of several interesting and stimulating 
discussions with Prandtl on the subject o~ this report. 
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of the,displacement thickness can be recognized. These periodic variations 
of the displacement thickness ~annot continue without retroaction on the 
flow since they obviously must be superimposod on tho wall unu.1l1ation and 
lead to a modification of the external-pressuro distrlbutJon. ThiG chango 
in the external-pressure distribution can, however, be avoldod by 
amplifying the wall undulation by the amounts of the boundary lay~r 
undulation so that for each Reynolds number a new wall results. Thus a 
boundary l~er calculation yields, according to the selected Roynolds 
number, a series of boundary layer flows along walls of differont unu.ulntion. 
In this sense figure 4 illustrates for the prosent example walls corre-

spon!.i~ng to Reynolds numbers R = 104, 105, and 106• Taken aEl a basis of 
comparison, the effective wall, which corrosponds to tho U(s) distribution 
for a potential flow, shows an undulation so woak that it is hardly 
recognizable in the figure. The figure shows further that for small 
Reynolds numbers a relatively strongly undulatod wall is levelled by tho 
boundary layer, whereas for large Reynolds numbor a relativoly weakly 
undulated wall is equalized by the boundary layer. Hence it follows 
that for a constant undulation and altered Reynolds number - for instance 
velocity increase - the boundary layer becomes less effective toward 
equalizing the wall undulation and thus the effective undulation increases 
with growing Reynolds number. The starting point of the roverElO flow 
on such a wall should, therefore, travel forward with increasing velocity. 
The corresponding facts apply to the opposite case of a plane wall with 
oscillating flow. ~re also the starting point of the reverse flow must 
travel toward the front wit~l increasing velocity when the oscillation of' 
the free stream is held constant. Both behaviors agree with the test 
experience. In the described manner one succeeds in obtaining data on 
the behavior of the boundary layer flow on undulated walls, in particular 
on the setting-in of the reverse flow and thus of a vortex formation in 
dependence on the Reynolds number. 

One obtains a particularly instructive picture of tho boundary layer 
flow by plotting the streamline pattern not in a rectilinear s, n system, 
but - as in figure 5 - against the waD corresponding to a certain R. 
The undulation of the streamlineEl then resulting at the edge of tlw 
boundary layer must correspond to the prossure dist.ribution taken as a 
basis, thus must be practically rectilinoar in the present example. 

This is being rather 'Well confirmed. Furthermoro one can rocognizo 
with particular clarity that the flattening of the undulation takes placo 
in the immediate proximity of the wall which is shown by the oarly 
smoothed-out course of the streamlines. One can also seo that the 
customary concept of the superimposability of a wall contour on the 
displacement thickness is admissible, since this flattenine of the 
streamlines has been completed at a u.istance from the wall in tho order 
of magnitude of the displacement thickness. 
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In figure 3 a comparison of the drag conditions of the undulated with 
those of the plane plate has been performed which shows that in this 
example a local drag neduction of about 25 percent occurs; this reaction 
is caused by the fact that the regions where the shearing stress is reduced 
by the undulation compared to the plane plate outweigh the regions where it 
is increased. HOwever, it is not advisable to utilize this effect in 
other than regions with pressure drop where there is no danger of a premature 
boundary layer transition (caused by the undulation) to turbulent state. 

The calculations and considerations performed in a more volumi~ous 
report and given here in the form of an extract may be summarized in the 
following conclusions: 

1. The laminar boundary layer proves to be actually extremely 
sensitive to slight variations in the pressure distribution, and tends 
easily toward separation. 

2. The start of' the reverse flow may be calculated as a function 
of the Reynolds number and the pressure oscillation; the retroaction of 
the undulation of the displacement thickness on the pressure distribution 
must be taken into consideration. 

3. The results of the calculation, in agreement with test results, 
lead to the interpretation that the transition of the boundary layer from 
laminar to turbulent is caused by the onset of reversal flow followed 
by a vortex formation which, in turn, may be produced by fluctuation of 
the free stream and by wall roughness. If a monotonously increasing 
presst~e 'rise exists, the point of transition, caused by ~dd1tional pressur~ 
oscillation, will lie generally ahead of the separation point of the 
laminar boundary layer which results by calculation with the undisturbed 
pressure distribution. 

Translated by Mary L. Mahler 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics 
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Figure 1.- Distribution of the boundary layer profiles.
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Figure 2. - Distribution of the streamlines. 
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Figure 5.- Distribution of streamlines at the undulated wall. 
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